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ABSTRACT
Recent work on bringing classical CSP techniques to distributed

environments has focused either on backtrack search or on local
consistency. We consider the “natural” issue of combining the two
techniques. A new distributed algorithm, called MHDC (Main-
taining Hierarchical Distributed Consistency), is presented which
incorporates distributed consistency into asynchronous backtrack-
ing. One of its main characteristics is to consider consistency main-
tenance as a hierarchical task. Enforcing the hierarchies of consis-
tency and performing search can then be done with a high degree of
asynchronism. This gives the agents more flexibility and freedom
in the way they can contribute to search, and increases parallelism.
As expected, the experimental results show that substantial gains in
computational power can result from combining distributedsearch
and distributed local consistency algorithms.

1. INTRODUCTION
Constraint satisfaction has proven to be a highly successful

paradigm for solving combinatorial problems such as resource al-
location, scheduling or planning. A constraint satisfaction problem
(CSP) is classically defined as a set of variables taking their values
in particular domains and subject to constraints which specify con-
sistent value combinations. Solving a CSP amounts to assigning to
the variables, values from their domains, so that all the constraints
are satisfied.

Distributed CSPs arise when information about variables and/or
constraints is distributed among different agents. They provide a
natural framework to deal with the increasingly diverse range of
distributed real world problems emerging from the fast evolution
of communication technologies.

In a centralized setting, backtrack search is the principalmech-
anism for solving CSPs. It is commonly combined with local con-
sistency techniques to limit the combinatorial explosion.These
techniques reduce the size of the search space by removing local
inconsistencies. Maintaining Arc Consistency (MAC) [8], for ex-
ample, is one of the most powerful algorithms for solving hard
CSPs. It combines arc-consistency with backtracking.

In the last years many authors have been working on bringing
centralized CSP techniques to the distributed framework. As a
result, we now have at disposal several asynchronous backtrack-
ing [15, 4, 10] and distributed arc-consistency algorithms[18, 3].
Nevertheless, no work has yet been reported on the combination of
distributed search and distributed local consistency techniques.

We tackle this issue and propose a new MAC like algo-
rithm called Maintaining Hierarchical Distributed Consistency
(MHDC). MHDC can incorporate either distributed bound- or arc-
consistency1. Without loss of generality, we will only concentrate
on bound-consistency in the rest of this paper. Bound-consistency
enforces arc-consistency on the outer bounds of the variables do-
mains only. It requires the domains to be ordered, but sparesa sig-
nificant amount of work and space [12]. We propose a hierarchical

1Distributed arc-consistency is defined as in [18], where thelocal CSP
of each agent is seen as one constraint.

handling of bound- and arc-consistency which enables the instan-
tiation and consistency maintenance steps to be performed asyn-
chronously. The preliminary experimental evaluation shows that
MHDC significantly increases the computational power of asyn-
chronous backtracking, similarly to its centralized counterparts.

2. BACKGROUND & DEFINITIONS
Bound-consistency is a relaxation of arc-consistency originally

proposed for continuous domains. It is integrated in the most suc-
cessful techniques for numerical CSPs. A centralized algorithm for
maintaining bound-consistency on discrete problems is presented
in [12] and has shown much potential. Bound-consistency enforces
arc-consistency on the outer bounds of ordered domains.

In this work we propose to integrate distributed bound-
consistency in Asynchronous Aggregation Search (AAS) [10], a
recent distributed search technique with the following characteris-
tics:� Constraint-orientation: In the common definition of

DCSPs [16], variables are distributed among agents so that
each variable can only be assigned values by a single agent.
In that setting, constraints may need to be revealed to any
agent that controls a variable in the corresponding constraint.
AAS considers the dual case where constraints are private
(i.e. each constraint may be controlled by a single agent) but
any agent can propose to change any of its variable. This
paradigm is intended to better respond to the needs of certain
real world situations, such as negotiation, where the variables
are public, but the constraints private.� Aggregation-based instantiations: In AAS the agents ex-
change messages not about assignments to individual vari-
ables, but about ranges of values for combinations of vari-
ables (aggregates). This allows for obtaining efficiency gains
over the existing asynchronous search algorithms.� Bounded nogood recording: There exists three AAS algo-
rithms [10]: AAS2 which is based on full nogood recording
similarly to the asynchronous search algorithm of [16] and
AAS1 and AAS0 which store a bounded number of nogoods.
AAS1 proceeds similarly to dynamic backtracking by elimi-
nating the nogoods which depend on a modified instantiation.
AAS0 is a novel algorithm which modifies AAS1 in such a
way that each agent only maintains a single nogood. AAS0
merges the nogoods AAS1 would generate into a single no-
good using a relaxation rule. In fact, in AAS, the policy for
storing nogoods is flexible and as many nogoods as wanted
can be added to those maintained by AAS0 or AAS1.2� Generality: AAS generalizes the existing asynchronous back-
tracking algorithms since it can reproduce the behavior of
both ABT [16] and DIBT [4]3 under particular conditions.

2Criteria for selecting nogoods with higher relevance (e.g.the number
of inferences) can be used. Other useful criteria appear in [2, 6]

3DIBT is obtained in AAS0 when agents have constraints as if con-



We mention that an integration of approximation techniquesinto
Asynchronous Search (ABT) has also been described in [5]. A syn-
chronous approach close to AAS2 has been proposed for solving
design problems (see [1]).

A DCSP is composed by a set ofn agents where each agent has
a set of requirements. The requirements of an agentAi is modeled
by a local CSP denoted byCSP (Ai). The variables, respectively
the constraints ofCSP (Ai) are called thelocal constraints, re-
spectivelylocal variablesof the agentAi.

A solution to the DCSP must satisfy the union of the local CSPs
of all its agents. The union of two CSPsP1 andP2 is defined as:P1 [ P2 = (V1 [ V2; C1 [ C2; D1 [ D2), where the common
variables inV1 andV2 should have identical domains inD1, re-
spectivelyD24.

MHDC is implemented on a distributed platform which provides
a Broker’s interface and capability as well as a configurabledis-
patcher queue for distributing the messages received by theagents.
This platform is implemented in sJavap [9], an extension of Syn-
chronous Java which allows the usual sJava primitives to associate
priorities to concurrent transitions.

3. DISTRIBUTED BOUND-CONSISTENCY
We start by presenting succinctly the distributed bound-

consistency algorithm that we combine with AAS. This algorithm,
called DHC, builds on AC3 [7] and is similar to DAC [18].

In DHC, each agentAi maintains a revision queueQi and a list
of labelsLi. Qi stores a set of constraints involved inCSP (Ai)
and initially contains all the local constraints ofAi. The basic form
of a label is a pair(var,dom) which associates a locally bound-
consistent domaindom to any variablevar of CSP (Ai). The
agents communicate by sendingpropagate messages. The ar-
gument of apropagate message is a list of labels.

Each agentAi starts by enforcing bound-consistency on its own
local CSP,CSP (Ai). This computation initializes the labels ofLi which are then sent to all the agents interested in the same
variables. WhenAi receives a new label(var,new-dom) via a
propagatemessage, it combines this label with the correspond-
ing entry(var,old-dom) of Li. Such a combination is done by
domain intersection and if it results in a reduction ofold-dom, all
the constraints ofCSP (Ai) involving var are reinserted inQi.Qi is then used for re-enforcing bound-consistency onCSP (Ai).
The resulting modified labels, if any, are further broadcastto the
concerned agents until convergence is reached. The convergence
is signaled by silence on the network when no agent works. The
convergence of DHC is a direct consequence of the facts that the
domains are finite and that a message is sent only when a label is re-
duced. Following the complexity of AC3, the maximum number of
generated messages isa2nd and the maximum number of sequen-
tial messages isnd (n:number of variables, d:maximum domain
size, a:number of agents). There can bea2 simultaneous messages.

4. MAINTAINING DISTRIBUTED
BOUND-CONSISTENCY

In the centralized framework, the MAC and MHC algorithms
maintain arc-, respectively bound-consistency, after each variable,
respectively constraint, is assigned a value [8, 13, 12]. A sim-
ple adaptation of these algorithms to the distributed environment
would require the consistency maintenance and instantiation steps

trolling one variable (minimal/no aggregation), are ordered according to a
DFS criteria [17], and each of them knows the tautologyj= instantiations-
of-ancestors! ; whose premise is an absorbant for all incoming nogoods.

4A future extension may consider the case of intersecting theeventual
different domains, or dealing with “values” forgotten or missed by some
agents.
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Figure 1: The architecture of an agentAi: active objects (threads)
deal with each level of DHC. In the idle time, the Scheduler thread
performs backtrack search.
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Figure 2: A simple problem where running search and consistency
maintenance asynchronously helps.

to alternate sequentially. This not only restricts parallelism, but
also requires a heavy machinery of termination tests. (The con-
vergence of each local propagation needs to be detected). Such a
technique will be referred to assynchronous MDCin the rest of the
paper.

In order to increase the efficiency of the overall process, wepro-
pose to allow some degree of asynchronism between consistency
maintenance and search. To achieve this goal, we consider bound-
consistency maintenance as a hierarchical task.

We defineDHCi�1 as the particular DHC process that can be
launched by agentAi when it has no information about the in-
stantiation of other agents.DHCi�1 corresponds to the elementary
level where the original global CSP is brought bound-consistent.

We also define a label of levelk as a label computed by (bound)
consistency using the instantiation of agentAk. We then defineDHCik, with i�k�0, as the DHC process of levelk that can be
launched byAi. DHCik is intended to compute bound-consistent
labels of levelk for the CSP:CSP (Ai) [ f [�1�j�kLabel(j)g [ f [k<j<n;j 6=iCSP (Aj)g
whereLabel(j) is a CSP constraining any solution to be contained
in the labels of levelj of all agents.

The basic idea then consists of enabling theDHCij ’s, with�1�j�i � 1, to run asynchronously inAi for different j’s, to-
gether with the asynchronous backtracking of AAS (see Figure 1).

In a synchronous MDCeach agentAi would only launch the
processDHCii when theDHCkj have reached convergence for allk
and for allj < i.

Our motivation is that although maintaining full bound-
consistency is likely to reduce significantly the width of search in
general, cases might occur where it is either useless, more expen-
sive than search or simply not beneficial for the direct next branch
of search. In effect, search alone, or combined with partialforms
of bound-consistency can sometimes provide better alternatives,
and parts of this consistency do not need to be waited for. On
the other hand, the reductions obtained through consistency on a
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4:cost 1: nogood{a={1}|0:0|✕ b={0}|0:0|}

1:cost 0: propagate(-1):a={0..2}

3:cost 1: propagate(-1):b={0..2}
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8:cost 7: nogood{a={0}|0:1|✕ b={1}|0:1|}

9:cost 8: nogood{}
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Figure 3: Traces of message passing for the example in Fig 2.

given branch of the search tree can also be used as soon as avail-
able. It is then desirable to allow a certain degree of asynchro-
nism between search and bound-consistency maintenance so that
the ”best” behavior has chance to emerge first. If we considerfor
example the case of easy problems where no backtracking is re-
quired and where bound-consistency maintenance causes no do-
main wipe-out, running search and consistency asynchronously is
clearly desirable since the former process no more has to wait for
the useless convergence of the latter. Let us now illustrateour pur-
pose on a basic situation where asynchronism helps. We consider a
simple example with two agents handling a single constrainteach.
The constraints involve the same variablesa andb and are shown
in Figure 2.

Figure 3 compares the traces of message passing for this exam-
ple between the synchronous and asynchronous variants of main-
taining distributed consistency. The basic algorithm behaves as
AAS except that, in addition to theok() andnogood() mes-
sages, it also sendspropagate messages which inform the
agents about domain reductions computed by the DHC processes.
In Figure 3,propagate(k):x=fa..bg is a message informing the
receiver that the domain reduction[a; b] has been computed by
a process DHC of levelk for the variablex. The cost refers to
the number of sequential messages required. Insynchronous MDC
four sequential messages are exchanged before the convergence of
DHC. Still, the same amount of search remains to be done. Fig-
ure 3b shows that the whole search space can be exhausted with
the same number of messages by AAS performed in parallel with
DHC in asynchronous MHDC. In both cases, the messages for ter-
mination detection are not taken into account. Thesynchronous
MDC requires more messages for termination detection since it re-
quires detecting the termination of distributed consistencies.

5. THE MHDC ALGORITHM
In this section we will detail the MHDC algorithm. We start

by giving the necessary background and definitions. As in AAS,
agents in MHDC are assigned priorities. We assume that the agentAi has priority over another agentAj if i > j. A link exists be-
tween two agents if they share a variable. The link is directed from
the agent with lower priority to the agent with higher priority. LetAi andAj be two agents related by a link such thati < j. Ai
is called thepredecessorof Aj and conversely,Aj is called the
successorof Ai. Thesystem agent(or broker) is a special agent
that receives the subscriptions of the agents for the search. It de-
cides the order of the agents, initializes the links and announces the
termination of the search.

The notions ofassignment, aggregateandexplicit nogoodsare
defined as in AAS:
Definition 1 (Assignment) An assignment is a triplet(xj ; setj ; hj) where xj is a variable, setj a set of values
for xj andhj a history of the pair(xj ; setj).
When MHDC incorporates bound-consistency,setj is a range of
ordered values. The history provides the information necessary for
a correct message ordering. It determines if a given assignment
is more recent than another. Leta1 = (xj ; setj ; hj) anda2 =(xj ; set0j ; h0j) be two labels for the variablexj . a1 is newerthana2 if hj is more recent thanh0j (see [10] for more details).

Definition 2 Anaggregateis a list of assignments.

Definition 3 (Explicit nogoods) An explicit nogood has the form:A, whereA is an aggregate.

5.1. THE MESSAGES
The agents exchange information about variables, assignments

and conflicts with constraints (nogoods) usingok(), nogood(),
addlink andupdate() messages:� ok() messages have as parameter an aggregate. They repre-

sent proposals of domains for a given set of variables and are
sent from agents with lower priorities to agents with higher
priorities.� nogood() messages have as parameter an explicit nogood
and are sent from agents with higher priorities to agents with
lower priorities.� addlink(vars) messages: are sent from agentAj to agentAi (with j > i). They informAi thatAj is interested in the
variablesvars.� update()messages: are sent as answers toaddlinkmes-
sages and for proposing domain changes for variables re-
quired withaddlink messages. Their argument is an ag-
gregate.

In addition, the agents also exchange information about theno-
goods (domain reductions) inferred by bound-consistency mainte-
nance. This is done usingpropagate messages which take lists
of labels as arguments.

Definition 4 (Label) A label generated by the agentAi at consis-
tency levelk for the variablex, and denoted bylabelik(x), is a
triplet (x, rik(x), contextik(x)). rik(x) is a range of values com-
puted by a processDHCik for the variablex. contextik(x) is the
context in whichrik(x) is generated.



The context is an aggregate which contains all the variablesim-
plied in the computation ofrik(x) by DHCik. It is used for updating
the local information of the receiving agent, checking the validity
of the propagated nogood and inferring nogoods after searchor a
consistency maintenance process has detected domain wipe out. It
will be described in more details later.
Definition 5 (Labeling) A labeling generated by the agentAi at
consistency levelk, and denotedlabelingik, is a list of labelslabelik(x).

We denote bypropagateik() the message sent by the agentAi
at levelk. Such a message has the following characteristics:� A propagateik() message can only be sent by an agentAi

with i > k.� A propagateik() message takes a labeling as parameter. It
is sent to agentsAj with j�i. A propagateik() message in-
forms the concerned agents about nogoods (domains reduc-
tions) inferred by aDHCik process. The agentAi can run aDHCik process,k�0, as soon as it has received anok() mes-
sage from the agentAk or a propagatejk() message from
any agentAj with j > k.� The labels,f(xk; rk; ck)jk2V i\V jg, sent byAj toAi only
contains variablesxk whoserk has just been modified byAj
and that are local variables common toAi andAj .

Each agentAi maintains a stackSi of labelings for its local
variables. The stack’s entrySi(k) of levelk, with k varying from�1 to i � 1, contains the labeling computed by the processDHCik.
By construction, the domain allowed bySi(k) for a variablev is
contained in the domain forv in Si(k � 1).

5.2. THE LOCAL SEARCH SPACE
Thecurrent solution spaceof Ai, denoted asCAi , is described

by the local constraints, the last entry of the stackSi, a list of
explicit nogoods, and aview.

As in AAS0, the explicit nogoods in MHDC can be merged into
a single nogood using the following relaxation rule:V1 ^ V2 ! :T 1V1 ^ V3 ! :T 2) V1 ^ V2 ^ V3 ! :(T 1 _ T 2); (1)

whereV1, V2 andV3 are aggregates, obtained by grouping the ele-
ments of the nogoods, such that they have no variable in common.
The merged list of explicit nogoods then reduces to a a singleno-
good where the right part corresponds to the expanded tuplesand
the left one to aconflict list(CL).

The variablesAi is interested in, are its local variables and those
establishing links with other agents.
Definition 6 (View) The view of an agentAi is an aggregate(V;R;H) such thatV contains variablesAi is interested in.

A view imposes restrictions on the original search space defined
by the local constraints of an agent. It contains for each variable,
the domain in the newest received assignment viaok() messages.
Definition 7 (Nogood entailed by view) Let V1 be the view of a
given agent,T be the set of tuples disabled from the original solu-
tion space byV1. We say that the nogoodV1 ! :T is entailed by
the viewV1.

Definition 8 (Nogood entailed by consistency)Let T be the set
of tuples disabled from the original solution space by the label-
ing L of Si(k). We say that the nogoodL ! :T is entailed by
consistency.

Instantiationb 

with historyb

Labela

Labelb

nogood entailed by viewExplicit nogoods

Instantiationa 

with historya

Current search spacenogood entailed by consistency

view

Figure 4: The local information maintained by each agentAi.Instantiationa andInstantiationb corresponds to the latest in-
stantiations of variablesa andb and define the view.Labela andLabelb are the latest computed bound consistent ranges fora andb on the top ofSi. Any new instantiation must be generated in the
white box and satisfy the local constraints of the agent.

The setflabelingik ! :Tg with labelingik 2 Si(k) andk =f�1 : : : i�1g contains all the nogoods entailed by consistency for
a given agentAi.

A tuple is containedin the current solution space of agentAi
if it satisfies the local constraints and is not contained in the ex-
plicit or entailed nogoods ofCAi . Thecurrent instantiationof an
agentAi is an assignment such that all its tuples are contained inCAi . Figure 4 schematizes the local information maintained by
each agent on a two dimensional example for the top of the stack.

The list of nogoods, respectively the view, of an agentAi is up-
dated by thenogood(), respectivelyok() messages it receives.
The stack of labelings is modified usingpropagate messages
or ok() messages. More precisely, the stack of labeling is up-
dated using the nogoods specified by the labels. These nogoods
are given by the difference between the context informationand the
range in each label. The context,contextik(x), of a label (x,rik(x),contextik(x)) is simply the subset of the view ofAi used for com-
putingrik(x) using aDHCik process.
Definition 9 (Obsolete assignment)An assignment(xj; rj ; hj)
received by an agentAi is obsolete if the view ofAi contains a
newer assignment forxj .
Definition 10 (Valid label) A label sent in apropagate() mes-
sage isvalid if its context contains no obsolete assignment.

5.3. THE BACKTRACK PROCEDURE
In MHDC, the core backtrack procedure for each agent is

given by the finite state machine of Figure 5. Each agentAi
starts by initializing its local information, running a local bound-
consistency algorithm and launching a DHC process of level�1.
Then, it will essentially transit between two main states, the
statePROCESSING where it tries to build a local solution and
ANNOUNCED where it has either succeeded or failed in building
a local solution and is waiting for new messages.

From both states, several transitions can be selected depend-
ing on the type of message received. The transitions labeledby
propagate(k), ok, update andnogood are selected upon
reception ofpropagate, ok(), update() and nogood()
messages respectively. Transitions are assigned priorities in such
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Figure 5: Backtrack search procedure for each agent.

a way thatok andupdate from agentAk or propagate(k)
with the lowestk are selected first, thennogood transitions.

When in the statePROCESSING an agentAi receives no mes-
sage, it tries to generate a current instantiation fromCAi . We
say that it issearching. If a local solution is found (i.e. a set of
tuples can be extracted fromCAi ), the agent announces the in-
stantiation by sendingok() andupdate()messages to the con-
cerned agents and transits into the stateANNOUNCED. When at the
contraryCAi becomes empty during search,Ai announces a no-
good and also transits into the stateANNOUNCED. At any time,
the search process can be interrupted by the reception of anok(),
propagate ornogood()message5 . This cause the agent to ex-
ecute the procedure Update-search-spacein the two former cases
and Nogoodin the latter. These procedures update the local search
space (i.e. the views, the nogoods lists, the stack of labelsand the
position in the search tree) according to the content of the mes-
sage. The current instantiation of an agentAi is known as long as
it remains in the stateANNOUNCED.

The state send propagates is reached after a
propagate(k) transition has been selected and the pro-
cedure Update-search-spaceexecuted, which possibly results in

a new labelingL for the local variables ofAi. If L contains
an empty labell (domain wipe-out), anogood(:context(l))
message is generated andAi transits into the stateANNOUNCED.
Otherwise,Ai sendspropagateij() messages, withj�k, to all
the concerned agents. IfAi has a current instantiation and if
this instantiation is eliminated byL, Ai comes back to the state
PROCESSING. If the current instantiation is modified, the agent
may sendok() andupdate() messages according to the rules
of AAS.

The procedure Nogood(Figure 8) treats incomingnogood()
messages. The argument,Q, of such a message is an explicit no-
good. LetV be the view of the receiving agent. Suppose that there
exists inQ, respectively inV , an assignmenta1, respectivelya2
for the variablexj such thata1 is newer thana2. We will say that
the nogood gives anew viewfor the variablexj . In this case, the
agent has to update its view by sending anupdate() or ok()
message to itself. An explicit nogood is valid if it concerns(i.e.
invalidates) the current instantiation of the agent. If thereceived
nogood is valid and if it contains variables that are unknownin the
current view of the agent,addlink messages will be sent to es-
tablish new links with all the predecessors for which these variables
are local.

5In the particular case of AAS0, since the nogoods are not stored, the
nogood() messages are treated only in the stateANNOUNCED, when the
agent has a current instantiation, and discarded otherwise.
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Figure 6: Update-search-spaceprocedure.

The procedure Update-search-space(Figure 6) has a labelingQ
as argument. It treats incomingpropagateik(Lik) or ok(A) mes-
sages. In the first case,Q corresponds toLik, otherwiseQ is con-
structed by replacing each assignment(vj ; rj ; histj) of A by a la-
bel (vj ; rj ; ((vj ; rj ; histj))). The procedure Update-search-space
starts by checking whether there exist in the contexts of thelabels,
assignments,(xj ; rj ; hj) newer than their counterparts in the cur-
rent view. If this is the case, the labels of the stack depending on
histories anterior tohj are disabled. The labels disabled at the levelj of Si are iteratively reset using the information of levelj � 1.
Then, the invalid labels are filtered out ofQ and the valid ones are
combined with their counterparts in the stack. This combination
can lead to lost of valid nogoods, which triggers in its turn one of
the conditions for sendingok() messages as mentioned in [10].
The procedure Update-search-spacethen launches aDHCik process

using the labeling ofSi(k) and proceeds to updating the setCAi ,
as well as the current instantiation of the agentAi according to the
new labeling ofSi(k). Suppose that one of the labels ofSi(k)
offers a new possibility of valuation for a non-local variable xj
with respect to the current view. In AAS2 or AAS1 all the nogoods
which do not take the new possibility into account will bedisabled.
In AAS1 this means that they will be removed. In AAS2 they will
be marked and kept for an eventual further usage. In AAS0, if the
nogood obtained by the relaxed inference rule contains sucha vari-
able but does not take the new value into account, the conflictlist
will be reset. ResettingCAi means that all the tuples allowed by
the current nogoods and view are introduced inCAi . In the end,
the previous instantiation can be updated and renewed.

The procedure Update (Figure 7) is similar to
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Update-search-space. It treats incoming update() mes-
sages. Anupdate(A) message is equivalent to anok(A)
message whereA contains assignment for variables that are non-
local to the receiving agentAi. Since the assignment concerns
external variables, the current instantiation does not need to be
updated. This constitutes the only difference between Update and
Update-search-space.

In order to ensure a short time for the preemption of lower pri-
ority search on the arrival of higher priority messages, an interrupt-
ible backtracking procedure is used (see the annexes of section 11).

5.4. FLOW CONTROL
Several incoming messages can contribute to the same level of

consistency. Treating them individually, combined with the fact
that each agent strives to do as much as it can, would result in
uselessly fragmenting the local consistency output. Furthermore,
since the time needed to send and process a messages is non zero
agent buffers would risk to run short of memory. For this rea-
son, our agent architecture (see 1) offers the opportunity to tem-
per the flood of messages by compacting incoming messages. By
this means, several messages of given types can be answered in
block. This way, not only that the total number of messages isre-
duced, but also the space in local incoming buffers is spared, since
all the messages are compacted in the receivers. Forpropagate,
update() andok() messages there is a common compactor for
eachk. Thenogood() messages are received by the compactor
with the same ID as the one of the current agent.6

The proposed “flow control” policy uses a thresholdt. When
the total size of the outgoing queues increases overt, the output of
the compactors towards the scheduler are interrupted, reducing this
way the total number of messages in the network. In the same idea,
if the total size of the incoming queues grows over a certain thresh-
old t1, the output of the compactors can be blocked. This gives
more priority to the compacting process until the size decreases to

6There is also one compactor foraccepted messages (see [10]).

a lower threshold. The server can refuse connections as longas the
total size of the incoming queues grows over a certain thresholdt2 > t1. Connections are refused during a limited time since the
size of the input queues necessarily decrease due to blocking.

Since overwhelming ”avalanche” of messages appears seldom
and temporarily in search processes, the proposed “flow control”
is needed and induces no significant overhead. As presented,the
compactors give priority to lower levels of important information.

6. THEORETICAL EVALUATION
MHDC builds on AAS which is proven to be correct and com-

plete and terminates [10]. MHDC is AAS with the inference
and transmission of the additional nogoods generated by bound-
consistency maintenance. As argued in [10] for AAS1 and AAS2,
the use of additional nogoods in the local decisions maintains the
correctness, termination and completeness properties.

To insure that the strength of the consistency maintained in
MHDC andsynchronous MDCare strictly equivalent, agents using
MHDC need to maintain all the valid nogoods entailed by consis-
tency that they have received.

Under these conditions, if the threads with higher priorityare
treated completely before the lower priority ones using an ideal lo-
cal priority-based scheduler, then MHDC cannot perform worse in
time thansynchronous MDCwith ideal termination detection. The
proof is straightforward. The difference between MHDC andsyn-
chronous MDC, provided a perfect priority-based scheduler, is that
the former will send, receive and analyze some future messages in
the idle moments of the agents. Therefore, even if in some cases,
those future messages would have never been generated bysyn-
chronous MDCdue toDHC domain wipe-outs, they cannot reduce
the performance with an ideal scheduler. They are treated only in
idle time and are eliminated as soon as they become out of date.

However, our scheduler is not perfect since it needs time to de-
cide priorities and to preempt running threads. In practice, the
worst running time of MHDC can therefore be higher than the one
of synchronous MDCwith a fraction equal to the ratio between the
longest time needed in order to preempt a thread and the shortest
time needed to perform a higher priority task. However this ratio
is upper bounded for any MHDC implementation. Moreover, the
termination detection of DHC in the synchronous approach cannot
be done instantaneously and may require many messages.

The algorithm was presented by means of theok(),
nogood(), andupdate() messages in order to present a gen-
eral framework where different consistency algorithms canbe used
and where the previous algorithms are easily recognized. However,
the messagespropagate andaddlink are enough general to
sufficiently model the MHDC algorithm.

Our current implementation of MHDC is a simplified version,
where the valid nogoods entailed by consistency are merged (see
section 5.3). The maintained consistency can therefore be weaker
than in synchronous MDC. Further work is planned to compare
synchronous MDCwith different variants of MHDC.

7. EXPERIMENTS
We have analyzed MHDC built on AAS0. We have generated a

set of random distributed problems with a quantifiable complexity.
Since the complexity of random centralized problems is wellstud-
ied, we have chosen to generate our distributed problems starting
from centralized problems with known complexities.

More precisely, we generate random centralized problems (CP)
with n variables and having their density and tightness chosen in
the peak of complexity. We then circularly distribute the con-
straints to each agent, one constraint at a time.

In order to chose the constraint to be attributed to an agent we
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Figure 9: Results averaged on more than 100 examples per test
point with 25 agents and 20 variables.

pick randomly a constraint from the remaining ones of CP. We al-
low a number�1n of trials to pick one constraint that had both its
variables in the current agent. On failure we allow a number�2n
trials for picking one constraint that had at least one of itsvari-
ables in the current agent. If this second chance has failed,then we
simply pick a constraint at random.

Once a constraint has been chosen for the current agent, we add
it to the local CSP of that agent and remove it from CP. Thus we
have two new parameters for the complexity of the obtained dis-
tributed problems, namely�1 and�2. These parameters quantify
the effort for clustering the variables within agents. Highvalues
for �1 and�2 lead to groups of constraints among a limited number
of variables, (choosing cliques in each agent). Instead, low values
for �1 and�2 lead to agents interested in most variables. In our
experiments we used2�1 = �2 = 1. The preliminary results have
been obtained with 25 agents situated on distinct computerson a
LAN. They were solving CSPs with 20 variables of 8 elements,
at a density of 20% and variable tightness. The results are given
in the figure 9. We have performed more than 100 tests for each
of 7 chosen densities around the peak. We mention that on these
kind of problems, AAS was too slow to allow comparison. In [10],
AAS has been tested on problems with 20 agents, 20 variables and
5 values per domain. Increasing the size of the domains or the
number of agents was strongly increasing the number of sequential
messages.

8. DISCUSSION
8.1. CONSTRAINT RELAXATION FOR DCSPS

WITH PRIVATE CONSTRAINTS
DCSPs with private constraints fit well problems implied in ne-

gotiations. However, it may happen that these problems are over-
constrained or that the agents have different preferences for some
solutions. Max-CSPs and Valued-CSPs [14] have already been
used to tackle this problem in the context of public constraints
and honest agents. We now briefly discuss how constraint relax-
ation can be incorporated into MHDC. Since the constraints of
each agent are private, an agent can be tempted to create fakeor
modified constraints in order to mislead the others. In orderto give
equitable chances to each agent in the case of over-constrained DC-
SPs, we must then consider that each agent owns exactly one global
constraint.

The relaxation can be achieved following a game-theory
schema. Whenever the search fails to find a solution, a deadline
is given to the agents for the submission of a message containing
tuples that the sending agent has rejected as nogood in the previ-
ous search and it would accept in a new one. The messages have to
be opened simultaneously. If no agent relaxes its constraints, the
search fails. If some agents have submitted nonempty messages,
the agents are reordered by giving higher priority to the yielding

agents. Search is then performed by cutting the branches contain-
ing no new tuple.

The previous strategy can be followed until failure or a solution
is found. Some problems are posed by this approach. The first
one is related to the submission of messages with new tuples.A
cryptographic technique may be a solution. The second problem
consists in the detection of lying agents, namely agents that submit
tuples that were not included in their local search space or not in
conflict with their local CSP in the previous search. A trace of all
the generated nogoods may be required and a space problem can
appear for storage in hard problems. It may be relaxed by checking
that the previous agents could have accepted that combination.

Another open problem is the reuse of stored nogoods. To help
other agents reuse nogoods, an agent can store in the contextof
the nogoods it generates (either explicit nogoods or nogoods en-
tailed by consistency) the reference (CR) of any local constraints
used for the inference. When the agent renounces at some local
constraints, it will offer a method to tests whether the CRs in the
stored nogoods of other agents have expired. If the agents tend to
maintain secret the number of the constraints to which they could
renounce, they will use new CRs each time they refer to any inter-
nal constraint, even if it is a constraint on which they cannot yield.
The eventual empty nogoods generated this way shows whethera
given relaxation has chances to solve the problem.

However, the space complexity is being modified. If the agents
are allowed to generate a high number of CRs then each agent has
to be allowed to substitute subsets of the list of CRs in a nogood
by a generic CR covering the global problem or by an CR covering
the local problem of one agent.

8.2. TERMINATION DETECTION
The method used for termination detection in AAS (see [10])

has been improved by sendingaccepted messages only on arcs
forming a spanning tree of the directed graph on which they were
sent in [10]. We choose only one arc along which an agent sends
accepted messages. This arc leads to the nearest priority agent
among those to whichaccepted messages were sent in [10].

8.3. AGENT REORDERING
Agent reordering, as the one presented in [15], is an important

issue. We conjecture that AAS can easily be extended to the re-
ordering algorithms presented in previous work [15]. Such exten-
sions can bring interesting improvements, specially for the incom-
plete versions of the AWC algorithms where not all the nogoods are
stored. The extension would consist of allowing all the agents to
modify all the variables for which they have constraints andallow-
ing them to propose spaces of solutions instead of single values.

However, the integration of agent reordering schemes in MHDC
has do be done with more care. It requires the switch of context in
the computation of global consistency.

9. CONCLUSIONS
We have presented MHDC, a new distributed search technique

which allows for maintaining distributed consistency witha high
degree of parallelism and without resorting to intermediate termi-
nation detection. MHDC is based on AAS and thus provides a nat-
ural support for enforcing privacy requirements on constraints [11].
The preliminary evaluation has been done with a version based
on AAS0 which, consequently, maintains a minimal number of
nogoods. The experiments have shown that the overall perfor-
mance of MHDC is significantly improved compared to that of
AAS [10]. MHDC has much potential in practice. It accommo-
dates a higher number of agents than AAS, requires a bounded lo-
cal space, reduces the number of messages needed for termination
detection, and improves parallelization compared tosynchronous



MDC. MHDC fully exploits the aggregation capability of AAS. If
built on AAS0, MHDC guarantees polynomial space complexity.
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11. ANNEXES

In this annexes we give some procedures used in local compu-
tations. The procedurefilterMessagefilters the incoming informa-
tion via propagate messages, given the local knowledge gathered
in the corresponding compactor (superscripts DHC(k)).histik(v)
is used to note the history of the assignment of levelk for the vari-
ablev that is known by the agentAi. request-filter-siteprepares
the structures for filtering the structures on site.

ProcedurefilterMessage(labelingik) : Filter out out-
dated information.

foreach (labelik(v)2labelingik) do
foreach (histik(var)2contextik(v)) do

if (histik(var) newer thanhistDHC(k)k (var)) then
request-filter-site(changed,histik(var));

foreach (var2contextik(v)) do
if (histik(var) older thanhistDHC(k)k (var)) then

removelabelik(v) from labelingik;
break;

remove changed from DHC(k);
integratelabelik(v) in the compactorDHC(k);

The procedureInterruptible Backtrackingpresented now is used
on dual local CSPs7 and is obtained by restructuring the usual re-
cursive backtracking procedure.crtConstraintstands for the index
of the current constraint and is initially 0.UpdateDomainsis the
procedure that sets the current domains to the domains allowed af-
ter analyzing the constraintcrtConstraint� 1. nextInstantiation
is a procedure that looks for a next valid set of tuples incrtCon-
straint and returns true on success after updating the allowed do-
mains. TheresetConstraintprocedure resets the iterator called by
nextInstantiation. checkFinishedchecks whether we have checked
all the constraints. An interrupt sets theendflag.

7The nodes are constraints.



Proceduresearch: Interruptible Backtracking.

result=INTERRUPTED;
while (!end)do

UpdateDomains(crtConstraint);
if (!nextInstantiation(crtConstraint))then

if (crtConstraint==0) then
crtInstantiated = false;
result=EXAUSTED;
resetConstraint(0);
end=true;

else
crtConstraint��;

continue;

crtInstantiated=true;
if (!modifjjmHC(crtConstraint))then

crtConstraint++;
crtInstantiated=false;
if (checkFinished(crtConstraint))then

crtConstraint��;
crtInstantiated=true;
result=SOLUTION;
end=true;

else
resetConstraint(crtConstraint);

else
crtInstantiated=false;

return result;


